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The law life lies in experience, fundamental judiciary of that applying a rule of 
experience to hear a case is a judge one proper item ability. The rule of experience and 
"free heart certificate" system have the interwovenness connection, the sort thinks that 
it is inherent "free heart certificate" control mechanism. Civil try middle proper 
wielding a rule of experience, helping discover the law case objective true, makes to 
rule that the result high limit field approaches justice, realize a dispute thereby lawsuit 
target solving, commonness making a people's court work gaining the public of 
society accepts. The main body of a book aim at passing the rule of experience go into, 
some basis problem such as, cleaning up rule of experience connotation, value, 
discuss the rule of experience applation and limitation, suggest that suggestion, hope 
wielding a rule of experience 's rationally are able to help to some extent to guiding to 
try practice much better. 
This article is four chapters mark except the foreword and concluding remarks. 
Foreword: foreword, introduce that our country court wields three typical case of 
rule of thumb in recent years, problem being going to discuss that submitting in this 
article. 
Chapter 2: Have discussed rule of experience creation background, connotation 
and characteristic. From history, the angle has inspected the background that modern 
significance rule of experience produces first; Have analysed rule of experience three 
aspect connotation secondly; The at last has studied infinity, objectivity, abstract and 
the probability characteristic had by rule of experience. 
Chapter 3: The rule of experience system value. The primo, the rule of 
experience are had discovering objective true value, the judge wields experience, 
understanding that self accumulates in the daily life, true false unclear fact, a high 
limit beneficial to restoring out approach just law case fact in feel law case; Secondly, 
the rule of experience has the value making up law limitation's, whose core is lain in 
"making law"; Once again, rule of experience have guard against wilful value of 
judge, this one value originates from rule of thumb objectivity characteristic. 














target trying practice. First, have discussed the relation that the rule of experience and 
evidence appraise, have discussed the valuation how, to apply a rule of experience to 
judge the evidence relevance, the authenticity, to may gather nature, and to embody to 
probative value concretely; Applying secondly, having discussed that the rule of 
experience hits the target in setting mind on law case fact; Have discussed that the 
judge applies a rule of experience to carry out the problem of law suitable for use 
finally. 
Chapter 5: Discuss the rule of experience limitation and how rationally to wield a 
problem. Include: the necessary summary and gauge make upper legislation pair of 
rules of experience go along, establish the law case according with Chinese 
characteristics guiding system, set up an interested party bringing forward 
counterevidence, the regulation questioning to the rule of experience, make wielding 
the rule of experience reason, perfecting collegiate system, cultivating fine judge 
quality and so on known to the public. 
Concluding Remarks: the concluding remarks. The go into content having 
summed up the main body of a book, the significance pointing out a rule of thumb 
once again, the cognition to the rule of thumb must march from perceptual to reason, 
the go into to the rule of thumb must march from part to system 
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引   言  
 1
 














[案例一]被告吕志锋多次向原告王德平购买生猪，2001 年 5 月 30 日双方经
结算，被告结欠 7 万元，被告因此立下欠条一张交由原告收执。此后，被告先后










                                                        
① [美]E·博登海默.法理学·法哲学及其研究方法[M] .邓正来译，北京：中国政法大学出版社，1999. 





















[案例二]2004 年 11 月 16 日，杨先生与郭女士离婚。同年 11 月 28 日，杨先







法院不予支持。据此改判杨先生与郭女士连带赔偿杨老汉借款 3000 元。② 












                                                        
① 齐树洁，王振志，主编.证据法案例精解[M].厦门：厦门大学出版社，2004.356. 










































                                                        
















第一章  经验法则的产生背景、内涵及特征 
 















用。但在 18 世纪中后期，法定证据制度受到前所未有的挑战。1790 年，法国法
学家杜波尔便指责法定证据制度是“一种荒诞的方法”，并首先提出“内心确信”
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